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Coherent nonlinear pulse propagation on a free-exciton resonance in a semiconductor
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The coherent exciton-light coupling in pulse propagation experiments on theA-exciton resonance in bulk
CdSe is investigated over a broad intensity range. At low light intensities, polariton propagation beats due to
interference between excited states on both polariton branches are observed. In an intermediate intensity
regime, the temporal polariton beating is suppressed in consequence of exciton-exciton interaction. At the
highest light intensities, self-induced transmission and multiple pulse breakup are identified as a signature for
carrier density Rabi flopping. Exciton-phonon scattering is shown to gradually eliminate coherent nonlinear
propagation effects due to enhanced dephasing of the excitonic polarization. Calculations using the semicon-
ductor Maxwell-Bloch equations are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of pulse propagation through opaq
materials is of great importance for the understanding of
herent nonlinear light-matter interaction. While the asso
ated optical effects are well established in atomic and m
lecular vapors—which can be modeled by noninteract
two-level systems1,2—the situation is substantially modifie
in semiconductors due to the Coulomb interaction betw
optically generated electron-hole excitations.3–5 However,
many of the familiar coherent transient two-level phenome
such as free induction decay, photon echo, and Rabi flop
have been rediscovered in semiconductors.3,4,6For bound ex-
citons in CdS, which are well approximated by nonintera
ing two-level systems, even the appearance of self-indu
transparency~SIT! has been detected several years ago.7 On
the other hand, spatial dispersion8 and excitation-induced
nonlinearities of the free-exciton resonance6 give rise to
striking differences of the optical response in semiconduc
when compared with idealized two-level systems. In parti
lar, numerical studies of pulse propagation in semiconduc
came to the conclusion that these many-body effects m
prevent the establishment of complete SIT on free-exc
resonances in condensed matter.9 Only within simplified
model systems, the phenomenon of excitonic SIT in re
nantly excited semiconductors can be investiga
analytically.10 Nevertheless, Rabi flopping of the carrier de
sity, coherent long-distance propagation, and a high de
of transmission have been predicted.11,12 This so-called self-
induced transmission regime was recently discovered on
free-exciton resonance in CdSe.13

In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of
picosecond pulse propagation on theA-exciton resonance o
CdSe. Our work clearly identifies coherent exciton-light co
pling over a broad intensity range and permits compari
with numerical calculations based on the semiconduc
0163-1829/2001/64~24!/245202~10!/$20.00 64 2452
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Maxwell-Bloch equations. The increase of the signal-
noise ratio by approximately one order of magnitude as co
pared to the data of Ref. 13 reveals interesting novel featu
of coherent light-matter interaction. In particular, we we
able to determine the pulse delay and the effective propa
tion velocity in dependence on the pulse intensity and
measure the increasing suppression of coherent nonli
pulse propagation in the presence of phase-destro
exciton-phonon scattering.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we summarize known facts on pu
propagation in semiconductor bulk material and outline th
theoretical description. The transition from linear to nonli
ear optical phenomena around the band edge of a semi
ductor occurs if the density of optically generated excitons
large enough to allow interaction processes between the

At low light intensities, the interaction between the op
cally generated excitons can be neglected. In this case
exciton-light system forms new quasiparticles, so-cal
exciton-polaritons.14 The exciton-radiation coupling cause
an anticrossing between the dispersion relations of the e
ton and light, thus splitting the polariton dispersion into
upper and lower branch. If the frequency spectrum of a re
nant short pulse coherently excites a broad range of mo
on both branches, the interference of the excited polariton
the end of the sample results in the formation of a pulse
whose shape exhibits a pronounced nonperiodic temp
beating. Several periods of this polariton beating have b
observed experimentally and proved excellent agreem
with linear dispersion theory for the excitonic resonance15

However, at increased pulse intensities, the polariton bea
is found to be suppressed due to incoherent exciton-exc
interaction which yields dephasing of the excitonic polariz
tion. Experimentally, this suppression can be realized vi
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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faster decay of the propagated pulse tail as well as a re
tion of the beat modulation depth.16 Upon further increase o
the intensity, a new type of propagation-induced pulse sh
oscillations occurs. These oscillations are due to Rabi fl
ping of the carrier density. The corresponding tempora
interchanging absorption and gain during a full flopping p
riod cause modulations on the initial pulse shape.13

To describe the pulse shape modulations over the wh
intensity regime, the transition between the linear and
nonlinear optical response must be treated theoretically. T
can be done by using material equations that describe
temporal and spatial evolution of the material polarizat
and adding a wave equation for the calculation of the opt
field. While the dynamics of the optical field can be calc
lated within the full wave17 or the reduced wave equation,9,18

the corresponding polarization, which acts as a source t
in the wave equation, is calculated by the semiconduc
Bloch equations.3,4 The semiconductor Bloch equations ha
been developed on different levels of complexity for the
teraction of optically excited electron-hole pairs. They co
tain mean-field effects and correlations in the second-o
Born approximation~SOBA! ~Refs. 19–27! or in the coher-
ent dynamics-controlled truncation scheme~DCTS!.28–30 A
description of the related quantum kinetic phenomena ca
found in Ref. 4.

The DCTS is typically used in the weakly nonlinear i
tensity range to describe coherent phenomena, espec
bound states, whereas the SOBA can be applied to a b
intensity range including the description of optical gain a
Rabi flopping, at the expense of higher-order correlatio
such as biexcitons. Here, we use both techniques where
are appropriate in the description of pulse propagation p
nomena. One should note that the overlap between both
of equations occurs in the low-density regime, if high
order correlation functions are neglected in the DCTS a
the low-density limit is applied to the SOBA.

In the following we discuss the similarities and the diffe
ences of two-level systems and semiconductors more
mally in terms of the corresponding equations of moti
~compare Refs. 1–3!. The reduced wave equation9

(]/]z)V(t,z)52 ibP(t,z) is used for the description of th
field envelopeE in form of the Rabi frequencyV(t,z)
5(d/\)E(t,z) (d is the dipole moment!. The source of the
field is the polarization envelopeP and b is a constant de-
termined by material properties such as dipole moments
the refractive index.P is given by the off-diagonal densit
matrix elements21 in the case of a two-level systemP
5n0d s21, wheren0 is the number density, and by all wav
number transitionsPk in the case of a semiconductorP
5(d/V)(kPk , whereV is the sample volume. In the case
linear optics,s21 is determined by a simple oscillator equ
tion: ṡ215 iDs211

1
2 iV (D is the detuning!. For semicon-

ductors in the same limit, the equations forPk can be diago-
nalized within the exciton basis to a similar form, where
exciton statesl contribute:Ṗl5 iDl(z)Pl1 iVl . Restrict-
ing to the basic excitonic statel51s, the material equations
are formally identical, despite the fact that the dispers
D1s(z) of the 1s exciton has to be taken into account. Thu
24520
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in the case of linear optics, the material equations for tw
level systems and excitons are formally similar and th
coupling to the wave equation yields the discussed disp
sion crossing of two oscillators. Despite modifications due
spatial dispersion in a semiconductor, both the two-level a
semiconductor dynamics contain the temporal beating in
pulse tail described above.31

In the case of nonlinear optics of two-level systems,
only relevant nonlinearity is the Pauli-blocking nonlineari

ṡ21unl52 iVs22, wheres22 is the transient occupation o
the upper level. Without additional dephasing terms,
wave equation and the density matrixs describe the vanish
ing polariton beating and the formation of pulse breakup d
to Rabi flopping in two-level systems. Here, Rabi flopping
the transient oscillation ofs22 between occupation zero an
one: s22(t)5sin2@Q(t)/2#. The pulse areaQ(t,z) is defined
by the temporal integral over the Rabi frequencyV(t,z):
Q(t,z)5*2`

t V(t8,z)dt85(d/\)*2`
t E(t8,z)dt8. The pro-

cess of Rabi oscillation of the density leads to a tempo
interplay of absorption and amplification for pulses havi
an area larger than or equal to 2p ~high-intensity regime!. In
view of this, the coherent propagation of a resonant lig
pulse in a noninteracting two-level system is determined
the area theorem of McCall and Hahn.32,33According to the
area theorem, a light pulse with areaQ52p and hyperbolic
secant envelope exhibits lossless soliton propagation on
resonance~SIT! due to an exact cancellation of the absor
tion and amplification process~one complete Rabi flop!. For
input areas larger than 3p, repeated Rabi oscillations caus
pulse breakup into separate pulses with area of 2p. SIT and
multiple pulse breakup were pioneered in atomic vapor ab
30 years ago and have been thoroughly investigated in
1970’s.34–36

Concerning the nonlinear optics of free excitons in
semiconductor, many-body effects have to be taken into
count, which can be divided into mean-field and correlat
effects. Mean-field effects consist not only of the Pau
blocking contributions, but yield for the semiconductor c
herent Coulomb renormalizations of the field as well as
the single-particle energies. For instance, the field renorm
ization is given by the Coulomb-mediated emission of
wave number transitions\Vk5 1

2 dE1(qVuk2quPq , where
Vk is the generalized Rabi frequency andVk is the Coulomb
interaction. For subpicosecond to picosecond pulses in se
conductors such as CdSe or GaAs, this field correction
most doubles the Rabi frequency compared to two-le
systems.11,12 As opposed to a noninteracting two-level sy
tem, one would therefore expect almost twice as many R
oscillations of the carrier density for a given pulse are
However, it must be noted that the number of Rabi flops
a 2p pulse in a semiconductor~yielding always one com-
plete Rabi flop in a two-level system! varies as a function of
the ratio of exciton binding energy and peak Ra
frequency37 and care has to be taken in the interpretation
experiments. Numerical investigations of the correspond
semiconductor Bloch equations in mean-field approximat
for the polarization coupled to Maxwell’s wave equation f
the propagating light field demonstrated Rabi flopping, c
2-2
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COHERENT NONLINEAR PULSE PROPAGATION ON A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245202
FIG. 1. ~a!,~b! Linear absorption spectra of the two CdSe samples atT58 K. ~a! Thin sample:aL51.7 atlA5684.6 nm.~b! Thick
sample:aL56.5 at lA5683.8 nm.~c! Experimental setup using 60–70 fs pulses tunable around 684 nm from an optical para
amplifier ~OPA!. The propagated pulses are time-resolved by cross correlation in a 2 mmthick b-barium-borate~BBO! crystal and detected
with a photomultiplier tube~PMT!.
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herent long-distance propagation, and a high degree of tr
mission already for pulse areas larger thanp.9,11,12Lossless
propagation—as in the case of SIT in two-level system
was, however, excluded, even under idealized conditi
where only mean-field effects are taken into account.

The next step of sophistication in treating the semic
ductor material equations arises at the level where correla
effects are included. In principle, these effects cannot be
glected in nonlinear optics because they compensate som
the mean-field effects,19–27,38especially energy shifts in sta
tionary spectra. Using the SOBA, it can be recognized t
within the course of time the correlations drive the syst
into a quasiequilibrium by carrier-carrier scattering a
excitation-induced dephasing of the macroscopic polar
tion. For instance, in the weakly nonlinear regime and fo
single circularly polarized pulse, the coupling of the on
exciton states to the free two-exciton continuum yields o
cal dephasing. At high densities, correlation effects red
the coherent interaction effects such as exciton-polariton
mation and Rabi oscillations. However, several experime
and theories have shown that coherent mean-field eff
dominate the incoherent effects due to carrier-carrier sca
ing on sufficiently short time scales~compare the recent Re
39!. As complete Rabi oscillations and SIT seem not to
possible in semiconductors, the associated pulse propag
phenomena are referred to as self-induced transmission13

III. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experiments were performed on two CdSe bulk cr
tals grown by hot-wall epitaxy on transparent Ba2
substrates.40 We used an optically thin sample with Beer a
sorption lengthaL51.7 to study propagation effects in th
linear and the weakly nonlinear regime and an optically th
sample withaL56.5 to investigate the characteristics
high-intensity coherent nonlinear transmission. Thec axis of
CdSe was oriented perpendicularly to the substrate. T
both the intrinsicA- andB-exciton resonances could be e
24520
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cited with linearly polarized light normally incident to th
samples (E'c). Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the correspond
ing linear absorption spectra atT58 K. The thin CdSe
sample exhibits a well-definedA-exciton resonance atlA
5684.6 nm with a full width at half maximum of approxi
mately 3 nm. The largeA-exciton binding energyEx
522.5 meV~offset betweenA exciton and continuum! im-
plies a large transition dipole moment and only weak int
action with the continuum states. The pronounced splitting
72 meV between theA and B excitons can be attributed t
strain in the CdSe layer due to lattice mismatch with t
BaF2 substrate and thermal expansion during the grow
process.41 In the thick sample, however, strain relaxation pr
vented the occurrence of increasedA-B exciton splitting. Ad-
ditionally, the A-exciton resonance, situated atlA
5683.8 nm, shows substantial inhomogeneous broadeni

Figure 1~c! illustrates the experimental setup. We us
60–70 fs pulses tunable around 684 nm with pulse ener
of about 90 nJ from an optical parametric amplifier~OPA!
~Ref. 42! pumped by a regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifi
~COHERENT REGA! at a repetition rate of 200 kHz. Care
ful alignment of a prism compressor43 made sure that the
pulses were almost chirp-free, which was essential for
subsequent propagation experiment. The experimental
figuration involves splitting of the linearly polarized OP
output into two portions: One part~67%! was additionally
attenuated and focused with af 525 mm microscope objec
tive ~Ealing, NA50.15) onto the CdSe samples in a co
finger cryostat (T58 K), while the second part~33%!
passed through a variable delay line. We determined the
size on the sample via knife-edge test and assumed an
certainty of 20%. A first part of the transmitted pulses w
spectrally recorded and a second part time-resolved by c
correlation with output pulses from the OPA in a 2 mmthick
b-barium-borate~BBO! crystal cut for type I phase match
ing. The intensity cross-correlation signal may be written

I sig~t!}E
2`

`

I trans~ t !I del~ t2t!dt, ~3.1!
2-3
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FIG. 2. ~a! Propagation of 220
fs pulses through the thin CdS
sample withaL51.7 for increas-
ing intensitiesI. l5684.6 nm,I 0

50.06 MW/cm2, and T58 K.
The normalized cross-correlatio
traces are shown on a logarithm
scale at the left and the norma
ized transmitted spectra are plo
ted on a linear scale at the righ
~b! Numerical simulation using
the semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch
equations in the dynamics
controlled truncation scheme.
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where I trans(t) and I del(t) are the temporal profiles of th
transmitted and the delayed pulses, andt is the pulse delay.
A fast-scan sampling technique was adopted to measure
cross-correlation signals: By means of the discrete tran
tion of a stepper, we could calibrate the oscillation of
shaker, which in turn periodically modulated the pulse de
at a frequency of 70 Hz.44 Thus, we achieved a high signa
to-noise ratio due to short measurement cycles and avera
over many~up to 4000! scans. Careful spectral and spat
filtering of the signal was found to be indispensable for
propagation experiment. Insertion of narrow bandpass fil
~IF filters! before the cryostat adjusted the broad spectrum
the ultrashort OPA pulses to theA-exciton resonance of th
CdSe samples. Thereby, the incident pulses were stret
up to 220 fs for 3 nm bandwidth and 800 fs for 1 nm ban
width with roughly Lorentzian spectral shape. The theore
cal assumption of spatially homogeneous wave fronts
approximated by imaging the transmitted beam onto a p
hole, cutting out a region of constant intensity.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the transition from linear to nonline
pulse propagation on the free-exciton resonance is discus
Within this transition, two basic nonlinear effects are o
served: The exciton-exciton interaction induced damping
the temporal polariton beating and the Rabi flopping rela
occurrence of temporal pulse breakup.

A. Excitation-induced suppression of temporal polariton
beating

Figure 2~a! shows the experimental results of the prop
gation of 220 fs pulses resonantly tuned to theA-exciton
resonance of the thin CdSe sample withaL51.7 at T
58 K. The left column illustrates the temporal cros
correlation traces of the transmitted pulses, whereas the
column shows the corresponding transmitted spectra be
the sample. The lowest traces characterize the input puls
measured after propagation through the substrate alone
24520
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producing the input pulse, we made use of a spectral fi
with 3 nm bandwidth to ensure that both branches of
polariton dispersion were coherently excited. In this mann
we obtained the above mentioned 220 fs pulses with roug
single-sided exponential envelope. Going from bottom to
in the figure, the pulse intensity is increasing fromI 0

50.06 MW/cm2 to 4003I 0524 MW/cm2. The transmitted
pulses indicate the expected temporal polariton beating in
linear propagation regime: Two distinct pulses, i.e., one
beat period, can be observed which are separated by app
mately 340 fs. Further polariton beats are suppressed bec
of inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance and the s
sample length.17 With increasing input intensity, the tempora
beating decreases and almost vanishes at 1183I 0

57 MW/cm2. Simultaneously, the spectral dip~right col-
umn!, which originates from the excitonic absorption, fad
away. At an intensity of 2363I 0514 MW/cm2, a shoulder
with a delay of 270 fs with respect to the pulse maximu
develops on the trailing edge of the transmitted pulse. Up
further increase of the intensity to 4003I 0524 MW/cm2,
the delay of the shoulder shortens to approximately 180
At the same time, the transmitted spectra resemble the in
spectrum and do not broaden, ruling out any perturbing
fluence of self-phase modulation~SPM! ~Ref. 45! from off-
resonant states or the substrate.

A theoretical model capable of explaining our experime
tal observations, especially the suppression of the polar
beating, was developed recently17 on the basis of the semi
conductor Maxwell-Bloch equations in the DCTS~see Sec.
II !. This model can only be applied for the weakly nonline
regime discussed here. The material equations were ev
ated for plane-wave propagation using a tight-binding
proximation for the band structure and one-dimensional C
lomb interaction.38 Inhomogeneous broadening of th
resonance due to sample strain was additionally include
the model by averaging the polarization calculated
Gaussian-distributed band gap energies. Parameters fo
CdSe material are given in Ref. 46. For comparison with
experiment, the computed time-resolved signals were c
2-4
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COHERENT NONLINEAR PULSE PROPAGATION ON A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245202
volved with a 50 fs Gaussian pulse according to Eq.~3.1!.
The initial pulse had a duration of 180 fs with a single-sid
exponential envelope. Results of the numerical simulat
are depicted in Fig. 2~b!. For linear excitation, a single po
lariton beat can be observed about 310 fs after the p
maximum. At higher excitation densities, the theoreti
cross-correlation traces exhibit the anticipated suppressio
the polariton beating both temporally and spectrally in f
agreement with our experiment.

The theoretical analysis shows that only one polari
beat period is found at low intensities because beating
longer times is suppressed due to the inhomogeneous br
ening of the resonance. At increasing intensities, the e
tonic polarization is dephased caused by the coupling of
citons to unbound two-exciton states, i.e., to an interacti
generated continuum. The observed shoulder at hig
intensities@Fig. 2~a!# indicates a regime with higher-orde
nonlinearities. The forming of the shoulder is a manifestat
of the beginning of a first carrier density Rabi flop, with th
latter occurring at a higher frequency when the light field
intensified. Indeed, we find a shorter delay of the shoul
with respect to the pulse maximum for the higher pulse
tensity. However, for increasing intensities, coherent pu
breakup cannot reveal itself clearly in such a thin sample1,47

and the low-intensity DCTS breaks down at sufficiently hi
carrier densities. The cross correlation of a 200 fs pulse w
a 50 fs pulse is another limiting factor since it smears out
fine structure when Rabi flopping induced pulse breakup
hibits more than one minimum. Furthermore, the effects
Rabi flopping induced pulse breakup become much m
pronounced for longer propagation distances.13 For these rea-
sons, we choose a thicker sample as well as a longer p
duration and higher pulse intensities to investigate pu
breakup due to Rabi flopping. Correspondingly, the theo
ical description is carried out within the SOBA.

B. Self-induced transmission and multiple pulse breakup

Using the thick sample withaL56.5 in the following
studies, we turn our attention to the high-excitation regi
exclusively. Low-intensity light will no longer propagat
through the sample since the linear transmission is o
0.15%. We utilized a 1 nmbandwidth filter in order to excite
a narrow distribution of transitions within theA-exciton reso-
nance, thus reducing the influence of inhomogeneous br
ening and of the cross-correlation measurement. Figur
demonstrates that coherent nonlinear propagation is ind
observable on the initial pulse shape at high pulse intensi
Again, the plot shows temporal cross-correlation traces
increasing intensities from bottom to top. The lowest tra
illustrates the roughly single-sided exponential input pu
with 800 fs duration. At an intensityI 05105 MW/cm2, the
pulse transmitted through the sample is already steepe
shortened, and shows a higher symmetry compared with
original pulse shape. On closer inspection, the trace exh
a slight shoulder structure about 550 fs after the maximu
In addition, a large delay of approximately 700 fs is me
sured with respect to the input pulse~evaluated at 50% of the
normalized signal height between the rising pulse edg!.
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Increasing the intensity to 1.93I 05200 MW/cm2, the pulse
reshaping and the shoulder structure become even more
nounced. Both, the temporal distance between the two p
components and the pulse delay reduce to approximately
and 470 fs, respectively. Upon further increase of the int
sity to 2.93I 05305 MW/cm2 and 4.23I 05440 MW/cm2,
distinct pulse breakups into several individual pulses are
served. At 2.93I 0, the intensified second pulse is emitte
about 320 fs after the main pulse component, and appr
mately 1000 fs after the maximum, a small third should
develops. At 4.23I 0, three succeeding peaks are clearly v
ible, which appear about 350, 690, and 1040 fs after the
peak. As shown later, the pulse breakup is related to R
oscillations. In a simple model based on the two-level so
tion for s22 and usingE}AI , one expects the dynamics o
the pulse breakup to be roughly twice as fast at four tim
the intensity. The number of peaks is correct, and the reem
sion frequency grows by a factor of 1.6 within the cover
intensity range. Moreover, the experimental results show
the delay between the transmitted and the original pu
further reduces with increasing intensity. This subject will
quantitatively discussed below. At the input intensity of 4
3I 0, we measured a total nonlinear transmission through
sample~corrected for surface reflectivity! greater than 25%.
Behind the pinhole, which was inserted to restrict the sig
detection to directly propagated and spatially homogene
wave fronts, the transmission degree reached 6.25% c
pared to a linear transmission of merely 0.15% foraL
56.5. In combination with these nonlinear transmission v
ues, the data of Fig. 3 prove the presence of self-indu
transmission and multiple pulse breakup due to coherent
rier density Rabi flopping.

FIG. 3. Propagation of 800 fs pulses through the thick Cd
sample withaL56.5 for increasing intensitiesI. l5683 nm, I 0

5105 MW/cm2, and T58 K. The normalized cross-correlatio
traces are shown on a linear scale.
2-5
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N. C. NIELSENet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 245202
In order to analyze the high-intensity dynamics in mo
detail, we plotted traces transmitted through the thick sam
on a logarithmic scale@Fig. 4~a!#. Note that this set of trace
differs from that in Fig. 3, but demonstrates the excell
reproducibility of our experimental data. Figure 4~b! shows
the results of numerical calculations based on the semic
ductor Maxwell-Bloch equations. Here, we applied t
slowly varying envelope approximation~SVEA! of the field
equation for numerical simplicity,9 whereas the materia
equations include mean-field and correlation effects~diago-
nal and nondiagonal dephasing as well as nonlinear pola
tion scattering! in the SOBA for polarization and carrie
distribution.19–27The resulting material equations are a sta
dard tool in semiconductor optics. For the CdSe material,
used parameters given in Ref. 46, except for the inhomo
neous broadening which is numerically not tractable beca
of the long propagation distance and the more involved m
terial equations. However, we believe that due to the lon
pulse width, inhomogeneous broadening is of minor imp
tance. The theoretical analysis shows that the pulse brea
can be traced back to Rabi flopping of the carrier density
a highly excited semiconductor. Increasing the intensity c
responds to a higher Rabi oscillation frequency and there
to a faster interplay of absorption and emission in the cou
of time, which modulates the pulse shape. Our theoret
investigations yield that carrier-carrier scattering on the ti
scale of the pulse duration is of minor importance in co
parison to mean-field effects which cover the main phys
similar to the recent results presented in Ref. 39.

In Fig. 4~a!, we observe intensity-dependent multip
pulse breakup comparable to the behavior in Fig. 3. T
lowest input intensity isI 05150 MW/cm2. Interestingly, the

FIG. 4. ~a! Propagation of 800 fs pulses through the thick Cd
sample withaL56.5 for increasing intensitiesI. l5683 nm, I 0

5150 MW/cm2, and T58 K. The normalized cross-correlatio
traces are shown on a logarithmic scale.~b! Numerical simulation
using the semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch equations in the seco
order Born approximation.
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second Rabi flop for 1.83I 05270 MW/cm2 shows a double
substructure which is reproduced by the numerical simu
tion involving many-body interactions for a pulse areaQ
53.7p. Note that only the curves for 1.83I 0

5270 MW/cm2 and Q53.7p are directly comparable in
this figure. According toQ}E}AI , Q51.5p corresponds
to 0.33I 0 and 5.6p corresponds to 4.13I 0. Thus, the calcu-
lated traces represent the limits wherein the experime
curves are set. The breakup into two pulses is reproduced
the lowest input intensityI 05150 MW/cm2 and an area of
1.5p, respectively. Owing to the fact that the input pul
shape of the numerical model differs slightly from the e
perimental input pulse, the second peak is more pronoun
in the theory. Also, the temporal distance with respect to
maximum is smaller in the experiment because of the hig
excitation density, which results in a larger Rabi frequen
and therefore faster reemission from the sample. For a p
areaQ55.6p, the calculated transmitted pulse shows fo
separate peaks, whereas the experimental trace indic
breakup into only three individual pulses. Most likely, th
fourth pulse is already eliminated due to increased incoh
ence in the sample, contrary to the measurement series
picted in Fig. 3. The temporal spacing between the maxim
and the succeeding peaks is roughly the same as can be
when comparing the upper curves in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
showing that the many-body calculation is able to produ
the correct pulse velocity over a long propagation distanc
a broad range of intensities. Precursors, which are pu
propagation induced, can be seen both experimentally
theoretically for each excitation density.

Clearly observable in experiment and theory is the
duced delay between transmitted and input pulses for
creased light intensities, indicating that the dynamical
sponse of the matter emerges earlier due to the larger p
area and higher Rabi frequency. In turn, this implies the d
nition of a higher effective propagation velocityveff through
the sample:veff5L/(t1/21L/c0). Here,t1/2 is the pulse de-
lay measured at 50% of the maximum signal height betw
the rising edges of the transmitted and the input pulses anL
is the sample thickness derived from the absorption len
aL. Assuming an absorption coefficienta'1 mm21,48 L is
approximately 6.5mm for the thick sample (aL56.5). The
pulse delay and the effective velocity are plotted versus in
intensity in Fig. 5. The delay decreases from 840 fs foI
578 MW/cm2 to below 400 fs forI 5400 MW/cm2. The
corresponding effective velocityveff is ranging from
0.025c0 to 0.052c0. In the literature for coherent nonlinea
propagation in isolated two-level systems,1,33 we find an es-
timate for the propagation velocity of 2p solitons veff
5c0 /(n1 1

2 atpc0). For a pulse durationtp5800 fs, the ab-
sorption coefficient from above, and the refractive indexn
5Aeb with the background dielectric constanteb'9 for our
material,48 a velocity ofveff50.0081c0 is calculated in this
model. Considering the mean-field correction for the ex
tonic many-body system~see Sec. II!, we expect a compa
rable velocity for ap pulse in our semiconductor syste
~one complete Rabi flop!. Extrapolating the intensity-
dependent velocity curve to around 25 MW/cm2, corre-

e

-
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sponding to an area of aboutp ~as shown below!, one would
obtain a velocity in the range of 0.015 to 0.02c0. This ve-
locity is quite low and means that the light is absorbed i
the excited state and reemitted subsequently with an inten
dependent delay given by the Rabi frequency. More ela
rate, but different experiments in atomic three-level syste
have recently perfected the slowdown to a complete hal
the light.49,50

The simplified model which describes the dynamics of
pulse breakup allows one to directly relate measured p
intensitiesI to calculated pulse areasQ. Due to the mean-
field correction, breakup into two~four! individual pulse
components is supposed to occur for incident 2p (4p)
pulses. With respect to the measurement series depicte
Fig. 3, usingQ}AI , we obtain an intensity of approximatel
27 MW/cm2 for an area ofp. Comparing experimental an
simulated pulse traces in Fig. 4, where the features of
1.83I 05270 MW/cm2 curve are very well reproduced b
the theoretical curve calculated for a pulse area of 3.7p, we
deduce I'20 MW/cm2 for Q5p. Thus, an intensity of
about 25 MW/cm2 corresponds to an area ofp for an 800 fs
pulse in a CdSe sample withaL56.5. Since the measure
external intensityI 5 1

2 Ae0 /m0(Eout)
2 and the internal pulse

areaQ'(d/\)Eintp , where the relation between the electr
field envelope inside and outside the sample is given by
Fresnel formulaEin /Eout52/(n11) with the refractive index
n'3, the dipole moment amounts tod53.8 eÅ. Taking the
literature value for the longitudinal-transverse splitting e
ergy of theA exciton in CdSeDLT50.9 meV~compare Ref.
48! and using the relationDLT5(2d2)/(ebe0aB

3) @derived
from Eq. ~11.10! in Ref. 3# with the exciton Bohr radius
aB553 Å for anA-exciton binding energyEx515 meV and
the background dielectric constanteb59, the dipole moment
is calculated to bed51.8 eÅ. Considering the uncertainty i
quantifying the applied intensity and in relating this intens
to pulse area, the agreement is fairly good. It will be int
esting to investigate the exact influence of the mean-fi
correction on the pulse area required for self-induc
transmission.37

Next, we discuss the influence of self-induced transm
sion on the spectral shape of the propagated pulses. Fig
6~a! and 6~b! depict the transmitted spectra for low and hi
input intensities~150 and 450 MW/cm2 with Q51.5p and
5.6p, respectively!. At low intensities, the spectra represe

FIG. 5. Delayt1/2 and effective propagation velocityveff for the
propagation of 800 fs pulses through the thick CdSe sample
aL56.5 at various input intensitiesI. l5683 nm andT58 K.
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symmetrical peaks in the experiment as well as in theo
While the transmitted spectrum roughly coincides with t
input spectrum in theory, the experimental curve is sligh
shifted and broadened towards the low-energy side. The s
is certainly due to detuning of the excitation against the re
nance in the experiment as the maximum of the transmi
spectrum is found to be located exactly on the edge of
inhomogeneously broadenedA-exciton resonance of the
thick sample (lA5683.8 nm). The spectral broadenin
emerges from spectral components at the low-energy sid
the resonance that do not interact with the system. At h
intensities, the transmitted spectra are asymmetrically bro
ened: The high- and low-energy sides show a slowly dec
ing tail and a steep edge, respectively. Modulations occu
the wings of the spectra, probably caused by the temp
modulation which leads to the pulse breakup. In contras
the good agreement of the spectral shape between ex
ment and theory, the peak shifts of the spectra have oppo
sign. We believe that this behavior originates from the det
ing towards higher energies in the experiment. At low inte
sities, reemission of light following the temporal evolution
the excitonic polarization occurs on the edge of theA-exciton
resonance, featuring the highest transition dipole mom
However, for increasing intensity, the exciting light fie
governs the spectral range within the inhomogeneou
broadened exciton resonance where coherent Rabi flop
proceeds. Thus, the theoretically predicted redshift could
be observed in the experiment.

th

FIG. 6. Transmitted spectra corresponding to the reson
propagation of 800 fs pulses through CdSe at low and high in
sities in the regime of self-induced transmission. The normali
spectra are plotted on a linear scale with respect to the input s
trum ~dotted line!. ~a! Experiment: Thick sample withaL56.5 at
T58 K, l5683.5 nm, I 5150 MW/cm2 ~dashed line! and
450 MW/cm2 ~solid line!. ~b! Theory: Numerical calculations usin
the semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch equations in the second-or
Born approximation,Q51.5p ~dashed line! and 5.6p ~solid line!.
2-7
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The fact that we do not observe spectral broadening
higher intensities and in the case of pulse breakup is a st
indication against SPM due to other transitions than the c
sidered free excitons. This can be quantified by using
simplified formula45 DF5(2p/l)n2IL with the nonlinear
refractive index n2'10212 cm2/W for the CdSe bulk
material,51 I'25 MW/cm2 for a pulse areaQ5p, L
'6.5 mm for the thick sample, andl5683.8 nm. We obtain
a nonlinear phase shift ofDF'1.5 mrad, which is two or-
ders of magnitude less than the phase shift of 0.2 rad
quired for SPM.52

The data presented in this chapter provide clear evide
for long-distance coherent pulse propagation and high n
linear transmission due to Rabi oscillations on theA-exciton
resonance in CdSe for pulse areas up to a multiple ofp. In
agreement with theoretical predictions, this finding dem
strates that even for excitation intensities in the range
100 MW/cm2, substantial coherence between the exciting
ser field and the excitonic polarization is maintained o
several hundred femtoseconds despite many-body intera
effects. Consequently, excitation-induced dephasing is
important in progress of the applied pulses on the ultras
time scale considered here.

C. Phonon-induced dephasing of the excitonic polarization

In order to investigate the influence of enhanced ph
relaxation on the features of self-induced transmission,
have performed pulse propagation experiments at vary
sample temperature. If the temperature is increased, ph
destroying electron/hole-phonon scattering occurs that,
our purposes, primarily reduces the amplitude of the ex
tonic polarization and the coherent interaction during the
ration of the pulse. The contribution of phonon scattering
phase relaxation grows linearly withT in the range where
acoustic phonon scattering dominates and even superline
for temperatures which permit optical phonon scattering.53,54

Figure 7 presents cross-correlation traces for 800 fs pu
transmitted through the thick CdSe sample (aL56.5) for
varying intensities and temperatures. In the horizontal dir
tion, the intensity is varied fromI 05105 MW/cm2 to 4.2
3I 05440 MW/cm2, corresponding to a doubling of the ex
ternal electric field and the Rabi frequency, respectively.
the vertical direction, the temperature is raised from bott
to top from 10 to 70 K. The set of data in the bottom lin
depicts the development of coherent multiple pulse brea
as already discussed above. The right column~highest inten-
sity! shows a remarkable reduction of the modulation de
with rising temperature. Notice that the decay of the mo
lation depth with time caused by dephasing processe
strongly enhanced for higher temperatures because of
additional contribution of exciton-phonon scattering. For t
highest intensity trace atT570 K ~upper right!, the pulse is
still transmitted, but the pulse breakup has almost comple
vanished. Only a weak second peak is barely visible. T
coherently propagated amount of light evidently has drop
compared to the value atT510 K owing to the interaction
with phonons which dephases the coherent polarization
supports the buildup of an incoherent exciton population55
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Thus, the dominant part of the transmission originates fr
incoherent bleaching of the exciton transition, which e
plains the increased unmodulated background level. S
larly, the dominance of the exciton-phonon coupling over
exciton-light coupling arises from the growing delay b
tween the input and the transmitted pulses for elevated t
peratures. The effect is reproduced in every single colu
however, phase relaxation due to phonon scattering m
fests itself more strongly at lower input intensities where
importance of the exciton-phonon interaction is enhanced
comparison with the exciton-light coupling.

The observations discussed in this section are certa
not caused by the redshift of theA-exciton resonance of ap
proximately 9 meV within the viewed temperature rang
Due to the inhomogeneously broadened resonance of
thick sample, detuning experiments atT510 K with the ex-
citation shifted towards higher energies by more than 7 m
showed only little influence on the features of coherent m
tiple pulse breakup.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive study of subpico
ond pulse propagation on theA-exciton resonance in bulk
CdSe. At low pulse intensities, polariton formation and t
corresponding interference effects result in temporal po
iton beating. The linear polariton concept begins to fail
higher excitation densities where the polariton beating
suppressed in consequence of incoherent exciton-exciton
teraction which causes dephasing of the excitonic polar
tion. Self-induced transmission and coherent multiple pu
breakup due to Rabi flopping of the carrier density a
prominent at pulse areas beyondp. At intensities on the
order of 100 MW/cm2, tight coherent control of the tempora
evolution of the excitonic polarization by the applied u
trashort pulse results in a large amount of coherent nonlin

FIG. 7. Propagation of 800 fs pulses through the thick Cd
sample withaL56.5 for increasing intensitiesI ~horizontal direc-
tion! and increasing temperatureT ~vertical direction!. l5683 nm
and I 05105 MW/cm2. The normalized cross-correlation traces a
shown on a linear scale.
2-8
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transmission and a high contrast ratio of the pulse break
The experiments can be described theoretically using
semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch equations, which accompl
the transition from linear to nonlinear optics by taking in
account many-body interactions consisting of mean-field
correlation effects. Further findings such as the intensity
pulse area relation as well as pulse delays and effec
propagation velocities in dependence on the pulse inten
yield quantitative agreement between the experiment and
semiconductor Maxwell-Bloch theory. Increasing the pha
relaxation rate by introducing exciton-phonon scattering
elevated sample temperatures greatly diminishes the am
tude of the coherent excitonic polarization, thus gradua
nn
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destroying the contrast ratio of the Rabi flopping induc
pulse breakup.
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